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Casio edifice 4334 manual pdf

Casio Watch Line: EdificeModule Number: 4334Manual in PDF: Watch 4334 Online (no download, good for mobile devices); Guide to English in PDF: Download Save Your Watch Collection Safe and Guard! Best Box Watch on Amazon - Latest news on Casio Edifice EFA-121 Series All
Buildings EFA-121 News - Operating Guide 43341MO0607-EBWarning! The measuring features built into these watches are not intended to be used in adoptions that require professional or industrial precision. The values produced by this watch should only be seen as fairly accurate
representations. CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD. is not liable for any loss or any claims by third parties that may result from the use of these watches. Meet you when choosing these CASIO watches. To get the most out of yourpurchase, be sure to read this guide carefully. This hand-click of
the operation is shown using the letters shown in the illustration. For simplicity, the display samples in thismanual do not show analog hand clocks. Depending on the model of the watch, displaying textappears is either like dark shapes on a light background, or light shapes on a dark
background. All displaysin samples this guide is shown using dark shapes on the lightbackground. Each section of this guide provides you with the information you need to perform operations in each of them. More information and technical information can be found in the Background
section. No, no, no. General Guide Click C to recycle from mode to mode. In any mode, press L to light up the display. Recall ModeWorld Time ModeStopwatch Countdown Modes TimerModeAlarm ModePress C.Hand Setting ModeTimeKeeping ModeThis watch has two modes of stop rest.
SeeStopwatches for more information. Iituya's timekeeping mode is to set up and view the current time and date. These watches have separate digital and analog time. The procedures for establishing digital time and analogue time vary. See thermometer for details about the thermometer.
Setting digital time and dateIt's watch is pre-installed with UTC differential values that are represented in every time zone around the world. Before setting digital time, be sure to first install the UTC foryour Home Time differential, which is the place where you'll normally use your watch. Note
that World Time is displayed based on the time and date settings you set up in Timekeeping Mode.PMHour : MinutesSeconds Month DayThermometerDay Weeks To set digital time and date1. In timekeeping mode, hold A until seconds start, which indicates the settings screen. Don't forget
to set it up UTC foryour Home Time differential before setting up any otherTimekeeping settings. You can see the list of UTC differentials/urban codes for information on UTC differential settings that are supported.2 supported.2 C to move blinking in the sequence shown to choose other
settings.l llllllll ll lSecondsHourUTC Differential MinutesYearDDay MonthSecondsTemperature Unit12/24-hour screen calibration sensor: To do this: Reset seconds to 00 Switch between daylight time (ON) and standard (OF)Include the UTC Differential Include an hour or a minuteIndivial
between 12-hour (12H) and 24-hour (24H) timekeepingDo this: Tap D.Press D.Use D (I) and B (). Use D (me) and B (). Click D.Use D (I) and B.). Change of yearChanging month or day3. When the setting you want to change flashes, use D and B to change it as written below. The range of
UTC differential settings ranges from 12.0 to 14.0 euros in 0.5-hour units. For more information about settings, in addition to time and date, see Temperature Sensor Calibration: ThermometerTimer unit: Thermometer4. Click A to get out of the settings screen. The 12-hour/24-hour
timekeeping format, selected in timekeeping mode, is adjacent in all modes. Day of the week is automatically displayed according to date settings (year, month, and day). When daylight saving time is enabled, the UTC differential settings range from 11.0 to 15.0 euros in 0.5-hour units.
Each time the seconds are adjusted, the analog hands are adjusted accordingly. For more information on daylight saving time (DST), see below. Daylight Saving Time (DST) SettingDaylight Saving Time (Summer Time) advances the time setting at one hour of time. Keep in mind that not all
countries, or even local areas, use DaylightSaving Time.To to switch the digital time mode between DST and Standard Time1.In timekeeping mode, hold A until the flash seconds begin, indicating the screen settings.2 Click C once, and there will be a DST setting screen.3. Click D to switch
between daylight saving time (ONdisplayed) and standard time (OT displayed).4. Click A to get out of the settings screen. The DST indicator is displayed on timekeeping, alarm, and manual settings screens, indicating that day-saving times are on. The Analogue Time InstallationPerforms
the procedure below when the time specified by analogue hands does not mention the time of the digital display.l llllllllll ll l lllllll l l l l lDST indicatorOn/Off status To adjust analogue time1. In timekeeping mode, press the C six times to enter hand setting mode. Hold A until the current digital
time starts, which indicates the customization screen.3 Use D to set up the analog setting. Tap D once to propel your hands for 20 seconds. Hold D to propel your hands at high speed. To block the movement of high-speed hands, D to start it and then press the Bto lock. Hands will continue
to advance during one 12-hour cycle or until you press any button to stop it. High-speed hand movement will also automatically stop after moving the time of 12 hours or when the alarm is triggered alarm, hourly signal of time, or beeper countdown) begins to sound. Click A to get out of the
settings screen. The minute hand will be slightly adjusted to match the seconds when exiting the screen. To get back into timekeeping mode, click C.l l llllllllllll l l l l LStopwatchesYour watches have two stopwatch modes: one StopwatchMode and a dual stopwatch mode. Both



stopwatchmodes measure time in 1/100-second units during the first hour, and in 1-second units after that. In both seconds, the time is possible up to 99 hours 59 minutes 59.99 seconds. Single Stopwatch mode (ST1) shows the total lap time and time for a single car or runner. Dual
Stopwatch (ST2) mode can be used to measure time for two vehicles or runners at the same time, including separate lap times and time differentials between vehicles or runners. The data obtained in stopwatch mode is stored in the watch's memory for a later recall when you recall it. When
the past time concealed by one of the stopwatches exceeds 99 hours 59.99 seconds, the time displayed returns to all zeros, and from there the time goes on. The measurement of the past tense continues until you bring it to all zeros. All operations in this section are performed in stopwatch
modes that you enter by clicking C.Operation Guide 43342 Choose one stopwatch mode or dual stopwatch mode In stopwatch mode click A to switch mode to one stopwatch and DualStopwatch mode. You can't switch between Single Stopwatch and dual Stopwatch Mode while the time is
running out. After clicking A to reset the past tense to all zeros, click A again to switch between stopwatch modes. The ST1 indicator points to Single Stopwatch mode, while ST2 points to a dual stopwatch mode. The watch has been memorycan for 50 entries in total, including both one
stopwatch mode and DualStopwatch Recording Mode. With one stopwatch ModeThe Single Stopwatch Mode shows the total lap time and time for one of them or a runner. Stopwatch Mode Indicator To do the work of one Second-mode1. While the Single Stopwatch screen is displayed,
click D to start measuring past time.2 To show the lap time, click D while the time is running out. After about 10 seconds, the top display will change for the next lap, and the total time will be shown on the lower display. Each D pressure during the passage of measurements of the host
number of laps, lap time and total time Memory. Knee numbers appear in the range from 01 to 99.After lap 99, press D D Don't show lap time (time goes on non-stop). During the first hour, the stopwatch displays the time that has passed in minutes, seconds, and 1/100th of a second. After
the first hour, the display changes to hours, minutes and seconds. Use recall mode to view data in memory.3 To stop past time measurement and reset, click A.l l llllll l l l lllllll l l l l llllll lTotal eTotal elapsed timeLap timeUsing The Dual Stopwatch ModeThe Dual Stopwatch Mode can be used
to measure past time for two orrunners simultaneously, including separate lap time and differential time between vehicles or runners. To do the dual Stopwatch mode, the table below shows how to train two orrunners (Measuring A and Measuring B). Bottom display shows MeasPage 2
MarcaCasioModeloEDIFICE - 121Produto OriginalManual impresso originalmente em Portugu's e outras l'nguaM'doulo: 4334Modelo: EDIFICE EFA - 121O n'mero do modulo pode visual serizado na s do REL'GIOPARA ENVIO VIA CARTAPNAERADA, SELECIONE RETIRAR COM O
VENDEDOR E AP'S ISTO ACRESCENTE OU ADICIONE o VALOR DE 10.00 (para qualquer local do Brasil) REFERENTE A CARTA REGISTRADA On the EDIFICE website - measuring features, built into these watches, not intended to be used in adoption. The values produced by this
watch should only be considered as fairly accurate representations. Congratulations on choosing these CASIO watches. To get the most out of yourpurchase, be sure to read this guide carefully. The operation button is shown using letters shown For the sake of simplicity, the sample
displays in thismanual do not show the analog hands of the watch. All displaysin samples this guide is shown using dark shapes to light Each section of this guide provides you with the information you need to perform operations in eachmode. More information and technical information can
be found in the Help section. Use timekeeping mode to set up and view current time functions of a separate digital and analogue time. The procedures for setting digital time and analogue time vary. Setting digital time and dateIt's watch is pre-installed with UTC differential values that are
represented in every time zone around the world. Before setting digital time, be sure to install the UTC foryour Home differential first this is the place where you usually note that World Time is displayed based on the time and date settings you set up in the digital time and date set1. In
timekeeping mode, hold A until the second starts blinking, indicating the setting: Don't forget to set up the correct UTC foryour Home Time differential before setting up any otherTimekeeping settings. Click C to move the flashing in the sequence shown to select other settings. Switch
between DST (ON) and Standard Time (OF)Point to the UTC differential to switch an hour or minuteIndence between 12-hour (12H) and 24-hour (24H) timekeeping3. When the setting you want to change flashes, use D and B to change it in the UTC differential setting range - from -12.0 to
14.0, in 0.5-hour units. Temperature sensor calibration: ThermometrTemperature Unit: Thermometer4. Click A to get out of the settings screen. The 12-hour/24-hour timekeeping format selected in timekeeping mode is the day of the week, automatically displayed according to the date (year,
month, and day) of the setting. Daylight Saving Time (DST) SettingDaylight Saving Time (Summer Time) advances the time setting at one hour of time. Keep in mind that not all countries, or even local areas, use DaylightTo to switch the digital time mode between DST and Standard
Time1.In timekeeping mode, hold A until the beginning of seconds to blink, indicating setting2. Click C once, and there will be a DST setting screen.3. Click D to switch between daylight saving time (shown) and standard time (OT displayed).4. Click A to get out of the settings screen. Follow
the procedure below when the time specified by the analogue hands does not affect the time of the digital display. To set up analogue time1. In timekeeping mode, press C six times to enter2. Hold A until the current digital time starts, which indicates the customization screen.3 Use D to
adjust the analog setting. Click D once to propel hands for 20 seconds. Hands will continue to advance during one 12-hour cycle or until you press any button to stop it. High speed traffic will also automatically stop after the time progress12 hours or if the alarm (daily alarm, hourly signal, or
beeper countdown)4. Click A to get out of the settings screen. The minute hand will be slightly adjusted to match the seconds when you get out of timekeeping mode, click C.Your watch has two stopwatch modes: one stopwatch and a dual stopwatch mode. Both stopwatchmodes measure
time in 1/100-second units during the first hour, and in 1-second units after that. In both stopwatches, the time is possible up to 99 hours, 59 minutes, the mode of one stopwatch (ST1) displays the total time and lap time for one vehicle or runner. Dual Stopwatch (ST2) mode can be used to
measure time for two vehicles or runners at the same time, including separate lap times and time differentials between vehicles or runners. The data obtained in stopwatch mode is stored in the watch's memory for a later recall, when the time spent in any of the stopwatches exceeds 99
hours 59 minutes 59.99 seconds, the displayed time returns to all zeros, and time continues from there. The measurement of the past tense continues until you perform all the operations in this section in stopwatch modes that casio edifice 4334 manual pdf. casio edifice 4334 manual
español. casio edifice 4334 efa-120 manual. casio edifice 4334 efa-121 manual. casio edifice 4334 efa-119 manual. casio edifice 4334 efa 122 manual. manual reloj casio edifice 4334. manual relogio casio edifice 4334
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